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CONFUSION SURROUNDING THE GOOD FAITH DOUBT EVIDENTIARY STANDARD GOES UNCHECKED: NLRB v. CURTIN MATHESON SCIENTIFIC, INC.

The National Labor Relations Board1 ("NLRB" or "the Board") was established by the National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA" or "the Act")2 as the authority through which national

---

1 See 29 U.S.C. § 160 (1988). The existence and powers of the National Labor Relations Board were created by the National Labor Relations Act. Id. "The Board performs two distinct functions under the Act—the prevention and remedying of unfair labor practices, and the determination of questions concerning employee representation." L. Modjeska, NLRB Practice §1.1, at 7 (1985). The Board has the responsibility of being both prosecutor and judge of violations of the Act. A. Cox, D. Bok & R. Gorman, Labor Law 84 (10th ed. 1986). The responsibility is manifested in the ability to issue complaints, prosecute the offenders, and decide cases on their merits. Id.

Federal courts are authorized to review the Board's decisions as to issues of law. Id. When faced with issues of fact, the courts are restricted to determining whether the Board's findings are supported by "substantial evidence." Id. See Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 490 (1957) (Congress gave Board exclusive authority to ascertain and prevent unfair labor practices).

labor policies are developed and enforced. The Board's rules and policies are afforded great deference by the courts provided that they are rational and consistent with the Act. The primary pur-

vided, inter alia, that "employees shall have the right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing." Id. The NIRA was ultimately declared unconstitutional on the ground that it improperly delegated legislative power to the President in prescribing codes of fair competition. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495, 542 (1935). Immediately after the Schechter decision, Congress enacted the National Labor Relations Act, the purpose of which was to eliminate the barriers which perpetuated labor's lack of bargaining power and had resulted in a number of detrimental consequences, "namely, poor working conditions, depression of wage rates, and diminution of purchasing power, all of which had served to cause and aggravate business depressions." Twohey, supra, § 17, at 42-3.

The basis for the enactment of the NLRA was congressional power to regulate interstate commerce. Id. "Labor practices may have so direct a relation to commerce as to come within the ambit of Federal jurisdiction." S. Rep. No. 1184, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. 11 (1934), reprinted in 1 NLRB, LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT, 1935, at 1112 (1949). Section one of the Act states that "protection by law of the right of employees to organize and bargain collectively safeguards commerce from injury, impairment, or interruption, and promotes the flow of commerce by removing certain recognized sources of industrial strife and unrest. . . ." 29 U.S.C. § 151 (1988). The constitutionality of the Act was immediately challenged. See NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1, 49 (1937). The challenge was dismissed and the Act's constitutionality upheld. See id. at 41. The Court stated that "stoppage of [manufacturing] operations by industrial strife would have a most serious effect upon interstate commerce," and is, therefore, within the realm of congressional power. Id.

The NLRA led to the growth of labor unions and rapid spread of collective bargaining. Cox, Bok & Gorman, supra note 1, at 89. As a result of perceived abuses of power by labor organizations, Congress subsequently passed the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947. Id. Taft-Hartley curbed the power of the unions by reviving legal intervention into labor disputes, recognizing the right to refrain from union activities, and extending governmental regulation of collective bargaining. Id. at 89-93. Congress undertook similar changes again in 1959 when it passed the Landrum-Griffin Act expanding on the restrictions of the earlier amendment. Id. at 94.

* See NLRB v. Truck Drivers, 358 U.S. 87, 96 (1957) (Buffalo Linen). The Supreme Court has recognized that "[t]he function of striking [a] balance to effectuate national labor policy is often a difficult and delicate responsibility, which the Congress committed primarily to the National Labor Relations Board, subject to limited judicial review." Id. See, e.g., Beth Israel Hosp. v. NLRB, 437 U.S. 483, 500-01 (1978). In Beth Israel, the Court enforced the Board's ruling that hospital employees were allowed to distribute literature in areas of the hospital that would not disrupt patient care. Id. The Court stated the following in regard to the Board's responsibilities: "[T]he Board is expert in federal national labor relations policy, and it is in the Board, not [the Hospital], that the 1974 amendments vested responsibility for developing that policy in the health-care industry." Id.; NLRB v. Erie Resistor Corp., 373 U.S. 221, 236 (1963) (Court recognized Board's special function of applying Act's provisions to complexities of industrial life).

* See Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 488 (1951). The Board is "one of those agencies presumably equipped or informed by experience to deal with a specialized field of knowledge, whose findings within that field carry the authority of an expertness which courts do not possess and therefore must respect." Id. See also NLRB v. Iron Workers, 484 U.S. 353, 350 (1978) (considerable deference given Board rulings where they represent defensible construction of NLRA); NLRB v. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 251, 265-
pose of the Act was to establish industrial peace and foster stability in bargaining relationships through the exercise of employee freedom of choice within a bargaining unit. Once a union has

66 (1978) (Board may depart from its earlier precedents as “evolutional approach is particularly fitting” for construction of NLRA); NLRB v. Bufco Corp., 899 F.2d 608, 609 (7th Cir. 1990) (“we extend the Board deference in fashioning national labor policy”). But see NLRB v. Brown, 580 U.S. 278, 291-92 (1965). The courts have a responsibility to review Board decisions “that they deem inconsistent with [the] statutory mandate or that frustrate the Congressional policy underlying [the] statute.” Id. See also Cox, Bok & Gorman, supra note 1, at 110. The principles guiding judicial review of Board decisions are very general, leaving the courts much discretion. Id. For example, in fiscal year 1982, 78.6% of the Board’s decisions were affirmed in the Tenth Circuit, while the First Circuit affirmed only 42.1% of the Board’s decisions. Id.

The Board’s findings of fact are conclusive unless they are not “supported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole.” See 29 U.S.C. § 160(e) (1988). The courts have wider latitude when reviewing the Board’s conclusions of law, but it is generally recognized that Board policies are subject only to limited review. K. McGuinness & J. Norris, How to Take a Case Before the NLRB § 17.19, at 424 (5th ed. 1986). See, e.g., Charles D. Bonanno Linen Servs., Inc. v. NLRB, 454 U.S. 404, 412-18 (1982). In deciding that a bargaining impasse did not justify an employer’s unilateral withdrawal from a multi-employer bargaining unit, the Court upheld the Board and noted that “the Board, employing its expertise in the light of experience, has sought to balance the ‘conflicting legitimate interests’ in pursuit of the ‘national policy of promoting labor peace through strengthened collective bargaining.’” Id. at 413 (quoting NLRB v. Truck Drivers, 353 U.S. 87, 96 (1957) (Buffalo Linen)).

* See 29 U.S.C. § 1511 (1988). Section 1 sets forth this objective as follows:

It is declared hereby to be the policy of the United States to eliminate the causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow of commerce and to mitigate and eliminate these obstructions when they have occurred by encouraging the practice and procedure of collective bargaining and by protecting the exercise by workers of full freedom of association, self-organization, and designation of representatives of their own choosing, for the purpose of negotiating the terms and conditions of their employment or other mutual aid or protection.

Id.

In enacting the NLRA, Congress sought “to remove certain important sources of industrial unrest engendered, first, by the denial of the right of employees to organize and by the refusal of employers to accept the procedure of collective bargaining . . . .” H.R. Rep. No. 969, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. Pt. 6 (1935), reprinted in 2 NLRB LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT, 1935, at 2915 (1949). “Such unrest . . . leads to strikes and other forms of economic pressure which obstruct and burden the free flow of interstate and foreign commerce.” Id. at 2915-16.


Employees shall have the right to self-organization, to form, join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection, and shall also have the right to refrain from any or all such activities . . . .

Id.

* See Cox, Bok & Gorman, supra note 1, at 282-83. In determining bargaining units, the Board seeks to group employees who are united by a “community of interest.” Id. at 282. The factors the Board uses to determine if there is a “community of interest” among employees are: similar earnings and earnings determination; similar employment benefits,
majority support within a bargaining unit, an employer is obligated to recognize the union and negotiate with it in good faith.8 To promote stability in bargaining relationships, the Board has adopted the presumption of continuing majority support9 for an incumbent union.10 An employer may rebut this presumption, and lawfully withdraw recognition of the union,11 if it has a "good

working hours and other terms of employment; similar type of work performed; similar job skills and qualifications; similar geographic proximity; frequency of interemployee communication; continuity of the production process; common supervision; history of collective bargaining; desires of employees; and extent of union organization. Id. at 283. See also NLRB v. Furnell's Pride Inc., 609 F.2d 1153 (5th Cir. 1980). The "community of interest" analysis has been developed by the Board and the courts to guide the Board in choosing "viable bargaining units . . . ." Id. at 1156. In order to determine whether a group is bound by a "community of interest," the Board and the courts have looked to 'such factors as bargaining history, operational integration, geographic proximity, common supervision, similarity in job function, and degree of employee interchange.' 12

8 See 29 U.S.C. §§ 157, 158(a), 159(a) (1988). The duty of an employer to bargain with the union representative chosen by its employees is set forth in Sections 7-9 of the NLRA. See 29 U.S.C. § 151-169 (1988). See generally Medo Photo Supply Corp. v. NLRB, 321 U.S. 678, 683-84 (1944) (under Section 9(a) chosen representatives of majority of unit employees are exclusive representatives for purposes of collective bargaining); Whisper Soft Mills, Inc. v. NLRB, 754 F.2d 1381, 1385 (1984) ("The duty of an employer to bargain with the chosen representatives of his employees . . . is an obligation only to the certified bargaining representative."). (citing 29 U.S.C. § 159(a) (1978)).

9 See Brooks v. NLRB, 348 U.S. 96, 98 (1954). During the first year of certification, the union enjoys an irrebuttable presumption of majority support. Id. In Brooks, the Supreme Court found that the certification year rule, as applied by the Board, was rational and consistent with the Act. Id. at 103-04. It supported the policy of industrial peace by not allowing an employer to move slowly in recognition of the union and thereby allowing the union's majority to fade. Id. at 100. This rule forces employers to bargain in good faith with the union and hence promote industrial peace. Id.

10 See Brooks, 348 U.S. at 98. See also NLRB v. San Clemente Publishing, 408 F.2d 367, 369 (9th Cir. 1969) (Brooks rule applies to unions chosen by means other than Board-conducted election).

An incumbent union is one that has been recognized by an employer as the exclusive bargaining representative of its employees. See Comment, Employer Refusal to Bargain with an Incumbent Striking Union: Determining Liability Under Section 8(a)(5), 18 Loy. L.A.L. Rev. 731, 751 n.2 (1985) [hereinafter Comment, Determining Liability]. A union becomes the bargaining agent either as the result of an election or other formal NLRB certification proceeding or through informal recognition. Id. See also 29 U.S.C. § 159(a) (1988). "Representatives designated or selected for the purposes of collective bargaining by the majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for such purposes, shall be the exclusive representatives of all the employees in such unit for the purpose of collective bargaining . . . ." Id.

11 See Soule Glass & Glazing Co. v. NLRB, 652 F.2d 1055, 1109-10 (1st Cir. 1981). To
faith doubt" of the union's majority status. Determining the lawfulness of an employer's withdrawal of recognition becomes complex, however, when the withdrawal is justified by the fact that the employer has hired striker replacements for its employees

overcome the union's majority support presumption an employer has the burden of demonstrating either 1) that the union in fact no longer has the majority; or 2) "a reasonable, good faith doubt of the union's majority." Id. (citing National Rental Car Sys., Inc. v. NLRB, 594 F.2d 1203, 1205 (8th Cir. 1979)). See also Retired Persons Pharmacy v. NLRB, 519 F.2d 486, 489 (2d Cir. 1975) (evidence of dissatisfaction with union activities insufficient to raise reasonable doubt of majority support), enforcing 19 N.L.R.B. 290 (1971); Terrell Mach. Co. v. NLRB, 427 F.2d 1088, 1090 (4th Cir. 1970), enf'g, 173 N.L.R.B. 1480 (1969).

Even during the certification year, an employer can lawfully withdraw recognition of the union when there are "unusual circumstances". See Seger, The Majority Status of Incumbent Bargaining Representatives, 47 Tul. L. Rev. 961, 966-78 (1973). The Board has defined "unusual circumstances" as 1) when the union has become defunct, 2) when a schism has developed within the union, and 3) when there has been a rapid fluctuation in the size of the bargaining unit. Id. See also NLRB v. Lee Office Equip., 572 F.2d 704, 706 (9th Cir. 1978) (during certification year union lost all employee support); Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 69 N.L.R.B. 955, 938-39 (1946) (overwhelming majority of employees transferred to new local union during certification year); Public Serv. Elec. & Gas Co., 59 N.L.R.B. 323, 326 (1944) (during certification year, employees unanimously voted to dissolve union); Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., 38 N.L.R.B. 404, 409 (1942) (radical change in bargaining unit size during certification year).

18 See Buckley Broadcasting Corp., 284 N.L.R.B. 1339, 1340 (1981) (presumption of majority status may be rebutted by evidence of good faith doubt), enforcing, 891 F.2d 230 (9th Cir. 1989). See also Celanese Corp. of Am., 95 N.L.R.B. 664, 672-73 (1951). In Celanese, the Board identified two essential considerations in a review of the employer's good faith doubt: (1) the employer must have a reasonable basis in fact for doubting the union's majority status; (2) the issue cannot arise from the employer's illegal antiunion activity aimed at undermining union majority support. Id.

19 Flynn, The Economic Strike Bar: Looking Beyond the "Union Sentiments" of Permanent Replacements, 61 Temp. L. Rev. 691, 694 (1988). The complexity is a result of the fact that both strikers and permanent striker replacements are considered employees under Section 2(3) of the Act. Id. Employee is defined as including "any individual whose work has ceased as a consequence of, or in connection with, any current labor dispute or because of any unfair labor practice, and who has not obtained regular and substantially equivalent employment . . . ." 29 U.S.C. § 152(3) (1988). Therefore, both strikers and permanent replacement strikers can vote in a union election and both strikers and permanent replacement strikers are part of the bargaining unit. Flynn, supra, at 694.

20 See, e.g., NLRB v. Mackay, 304 U.S. 335, 345-46 (1938). In Mackay, the Supreme Court affirmed the Board's decision that an employer is not guilty of an unfair labor practice if it hires replacements for striking employees in order to maintain operations and carry on its business. Id. In addition, the employer is not obligated to discharge replacements once the strike is over. Id. This is true as long as the strike is an economic strike. See R. Gorman, Labor Law, Unionization and Collective Bargaining 341 (1976). Employers are not allowed to hire permanent replacement workers during an unfair labor practice strike. Brown Shoe Co., 1 N.L.R.B. 803, 834 (1936). See Laidlaw Corp., 171 N.L.R.B. 1366, 1569-70 (1968), enforcing, 414 F.2d 99 (7th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 920 (1970). After the strike has terminated, the employer is required to reinstate economic strikers who have not obtained equivalent employment once vacancies arise, and absent any
when the union has commenced an economic strike.\textsuperscript{15}

Historically, the Board has taken several different positions in attempting to determine striker replacement support for the union.\textsuperscript{16} Initially, it adopted a presumption that striker replacements opposed the union ("replacement anti-union presum-

...
NLRB v. Curtin Matheson

It later presumed that striker replacements supported the union in the same ratio as the employees they replaced ("replacement pro-union presumption"). After meeting resistance to both presumptions at the circuit level, the Board changed its position once again and announced it would follow a no-presumption approach when determining the union sentiments of striker replacements. This most recent position was affirmed by the Supreme Court in NLRB v. Curtin Matheson Scientific, Inc.

In 1970, Teamsters Local 968, was certified by the Board as collective bargaining agent for Curtin Matheson's production and maintenance employees. After twenty-four days of unsuccessful negotiations aimed at reaching a new collective bargaining agreement, the union commenced an economic strike on June 12, 1979. Immediately, five union employees crossed the picket line and reported for work, and soon thereafter twenty-nine permanent replacement employees were hired. The union ended its strike on July 16 by offering to accept Curtin Matheson's final offer made prior to the commencement of the strike but were in-

---

17 See infra notes 57-60 and accompanying text.
18 See infra notes 67-69 and accompanying text.
19 See Whisper Soft Mills, Inc. v. NLRB, 754 F.2d 1381, 1388 (9th Cir. 1984) (enforcement denied as court noted opposition to presumption by other circuits); NLRB v. Pencco, Inc., 684 F.2d 340, 342 (6th Cir.) (enforced Board order although Court rejected both replacement presumptions), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 994 (1982); Soule Glass & Glazing Co. v. NLRB, 652 F.2d 1055, 1111 (1st Cir. 1981) (enforcement denied in relevant part as court found replacements are presumed not to support union whose picket line they cross); National Car Rental Sys., Inc. v. NLRB, 594 F.2d 1203, 1206 (8th Cir. 1979) (enforcement denied as court found pro-union presumption inapplicable where turnover results from hiring permanent striker replacements); NLRB v. Randle-Eastern Ambulance Serv., Inc., 584 F.2d 720, 729 (5th Cir. 1978) (enforced Board order although court noted rejection of pro-union presumption).
20 See Buckley, 284 N.L.R.B. at 1344-45 (adopting case-by-case review requiring evidence of nonunion support before presumption of continued majority support is rebutted), enforced, 891 F.2d 230, 233 (9th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 110 S. Ct. 2619 (1990).
22 Id. at 1547.
23 Id. Negotiations began after the May 21, 1979 expiration of the parties' collective bargaining agreement. Id. Following the Union's rejection of the employer's final offer on May 25, a lockout was instituted. Id. Eight days later, the offer was renewed. Id. However, the union again rejected the offer. Id.
24 Id.
25 Id. There were 27 bargaining unit employees, 22 of whom took part in the strike. Id.
26 NLRB v. Curtin Matheson Scientific, Inc., 110 S. Ct. 1542, 1547 (1990). The 29 permanent replacements were hired to replace the 22 employees on strike. Id.
formed that the offer had been withdrawn. Subsequently, Curtin Matheson refused to recognize or bargain with the Union any further stating that it doubted the Union's majority support.

On July 30, the Union filed an unfair labor practice charge with the NLRB alleging that the employer's withdrawal of recognition, refusal to execute a contract embodying the terms of the employer's final offer prior to the strike, and failure to provide requested information violated sections 8(a)(5) and 8(a)(1) of the NLRA. Following an investigation, the Board issued a complaint. In defense, Curtin Matheson maintained that its good faith doubt was based on the hiring of striker replacements, anti-union statements made by replacements, cross-overs, and strikers, as well as statements made by union representatives regarding the weakness of the union and poor employee support. The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) dismissed the complaint, finding that no unfair labor practices had occurred. On review, the Board reversed the ALJ's ruling and, applying the no-presumption policy, found that Curtin Matheson had not presented sufficient evidence to establish that the replacements opposed the union.

---

77 Id. at 1547.
78 Id. On the date of the withdrawal of recognition from the Union, the bargaining unit consisted of 25 striker replacements, the 5 employees who crossed the picket line and approximately 20 former strikers who had applied for reinstatement upon termination of the strike. Id.
79 Id. On the day the strike was terminated the union requested that Curtin Matheson supply it with information regarding the number of employees in the bargaining unit, the job classifications and seniority of each employee. Id. On July 20, Curtin Matheson refused to respond to this request because it had withdrawn recognition of the union. Id.
81 Id. at 1547-48. The anti-union sentiments expressed by the employees included: a single replacement employee asserting that the union did not represent the company and was not needed; two cross-over employees (not union members) indicating the union had done nothing for the employees; four strikers, including the shop steward, stating that the union, not the employees, wanted the strike, employees wouldn't man the picket line, were not supporting the union and wanted the strike to end. Id.
82 Curtin Matheson relied on the rationale of NLRB v. Randle-Eastern Ambulance Serv. Inc., 584 F.2d 720, 728 (5th Cir. 1978), in making its good faith doubt contentions. In Randle-Eastern, the court announced its adoption of the so-called "Gorman presumption," namely that "if a new hire agrees to serve as a replacement for a striker . . . it is generally assumed that he does not support the union and that he ought not be counted toward a Union majority" Id. (citing R. GORMAN, LABOR LAW, UNIONIZATION AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 112 (1976)).
84 Id. The Board cited with approval its decision in Buckley Broadcasting Corp., 284
Board found that Curtin Matheson was unable to prove a good faith doubt of union majority support because it lacked a sufficient objective basis on which to sustain such doubt. Therefore, Curtin Matheson violated the Act when it withdrew recognition from the union. The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit refused to enforce the Board's order and held that the Board must presume striker replacements oppose the union and that Curtin Matheson was justified in its doubt of union majority support. Additionally, it should be noted that the Fifth Circuit's holding in Curtin Matheson was in accord with holdings in the First and Eighth Circuits. Other circuit courts, while not flatly rejecting the replacement pro-union presumption, had expressed disapproval.


Under either the replacement pro-union presumption or the neutral position, the employer carries the burden of producing objective evidence that the replacements do not support the union in order to overcome the presumption of continuing majority support. Id. See also NLRB v. Randle-Eastern Ambulance Serv., Inc., 584 F.2d 720, 728 (Court rejected Board's application of pro-union presumption in an economic strike situation).

See Curtin Matheson, 859 F.2d at 367. See also National Car Rental Sys., Inc. v. NLRB, 594 F.2d 1205, 1206 (8th Cir. 1979) (8th Circuit adopted striker replacement anti-union presumption, i.e., "Gorman presumption"); Soule Glass & Glazing Co. v. NLRB, 652 F.2d 1055, 1110-11 (1st Cir. 1981) (replacements are not presumed to support union and when striker replacements constitute majority of unit, presumption of union support is undermined) (citing Titan Metal Mfg. Co., 135 NLRB 196 (1962)). But cf. infra notes 70 and 71 (cases cited advocating pro-union presumption).

See NLRB v. Wilder Constr. Co., 804 F.2d 1122, 1126 (9th Cir. 1986) (explicit evidence of union rejection and repudiation necessary to rebut presumption of continuing majority support); NLRB v. Pennco, Inc., 684 F.2d 340, 342 (6th Cir. 1982) (court declined to recognize presumption that new hires, i.e., replacements, either supported or opposed the union, holding that objective evidence governs), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 994 (1984); NLRB v. Windham Community Memorial Hosp., 577 F.2d 805, 813 (2d Cir. 1978)
In an attempt to resolve the split among the circuits, the Supreme Court granted certiorari and in a 5-4 decision reversed the Fifth Circuit’s holding. The Court held that the Board did not have to presume that the striker replacements opposed the union. Further, the Board’s no-presumption approach to assessing the union sentiments of striker replacements was found to be rational and consistent with the NLRA.

Justice Marshall, writing for the Court, stated that the specific issue before the court was “whether, in assessing whether a particular employer possessed a good faith doubt, the Board must adopt a general presumption of replacement opposition to the union.” The majority reasoned that the circumstances involved in each strike situation varied dramatically; consequently, the Board’s no-presumption approach was rational. The Court held the Board’s new policy approach was not only consistent with previous decisions, but was also consistent with the NLRA’s overall policy of promoting industrial peace. The Court further explained that its duty in administrative cases was merely to review the Board’s refusal to adopt an anti-union presumption and to express its opinion on whether the no-presumption approach was rational and consistent with the NLRA. Where the Board’s actions have re-
maintained rational and consistent with the Act, the Court has accorded great deference to its decisions, even when it has departed from previous positions.

In dissent, Justice Scalia argued that the issue before the Court was not whether the Board can take a no-presumption approach, but whether there was in fact substantial evidence to support the Board’s findings in this case. Justice Scalia found that

(citing NLRB v. Baptist Hosp., Inc., 442 U.S. 773, 787 (1979)).

The Court in Curtin Matheson also stated that it was for the Court of Appeals, on remand, to consider, without applying any replacement presumptions, whether the evidence supported a finding that the respondent failed to present an objectively reasonable doubt of the union’s majority status. Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1545 n.2.

Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1549. See also Beth Israel Hosp. v. NLRB, 437 U.S. 483, 501 (1978). "The judicial role is narrow: the rule which the Board adopts is judicially reviewable for consistency with the Act, and for rationality, but if it satisfies those criteria, the Board’s application of the rule, if supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole, must be enforced." Id.

Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1549. See also NLRB v. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 251, 266 (1976) (Board’s special competence in industrial field is justification for the deference accorded its determinations).

Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1554. See also Charles D. Bonanno Linen Serv., Inc. v. NLRB, 454 U.S. 404, 413 (1982) (Though Court may have struck a different balance reviewing de novo, it noted that assessing dynamics of collective bargaining is within Board’s authority); NLRB v. Truck Drivers, 353 U.S. 87, 95-96 (1957) (judgment of Court not to be substituted for that of Board with respect to issues that Congress intended Board to resolve).

Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1557 (Scalia, J., dissenting). Justices O’Connor and Kennedy joined in dissent with Justice Scalia. Id. Justice Blackmun wrote a separate dissenting opinion. Id. at 1555. (Blackmun, J., dissenting). Justice Blackmun stated that the Board cannot simply create a new policy without a supporting rationale. Id. at 1556. "The reviewing court also must ask whether the agency’s decision is the product of an adequate deliberative process and is consistent with other agency pronouncements . . . ." Id. at 1556 (Blackmun, J., dissenting). This dissent asserts that the new no-presumption policy cannot be reconciled with previous Board decisions. Id. (Blackmun, J., dissenting). See Leveld Wholesale, Inc., 218 N.L.R.B. 1344, 1350 (1978) (Striker replacements can reasonably foresee that if union is successful strikers will return to work and striker replacements will be out of job); Service Elec., 281 N.L.R.B. 633, 641 (1968) (because strikers want to return to work and striker replacements want to remain working inherent conflict exists between the two groups).

Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1557 (Scalia, J., dissenting). Justice Scalia asserted that the issue confronting the Court was whether the Board’s factual findings were supported by substantial evidence. Id. (Scalia, J., dissenting). Justice Scalia averred that it was a mistake for the Board to treat presumptions created by law, and inferences or presumptions of fact as equivalent. Id. at 1563-66 (Scalia, J., dissenting). Justice Scalia stated that the Board may create and use presumptions of law, such as the presumption of continuing majority support during the first year of a union’s certification. Id. at 1564. But, the Board may not, as it has done in Curtin Matheson, create presumptions of fact. Id. The Board may only use reasonable and logical inferences drawn from the facts of a particular situation. Id. Whenever a Board decision is reversed for lack of "substantial evidence" it is because the Board ignored logical inferences that must be reasonably drawn. Id.
there was substantial evidence to support Curtin Matheson's good faith doubt of union majority. In addition, Justice Scalia asserted that the majority's decision allowed the Board to make policy in the guise of fact-finding and thus evade proper scrutiny. Finally, writing separately in dissent, Justice Blackmun expressed concern over the Board's lack of empirical evidence to support its no-presumption policy.

In view of the responsibility placed on the Board and the considerable deference the court has historically granted Board rules, it is submitted that the decision to affirm the no-presumption approach in Curtin Matheson was correct. Nevertheless, the concerns voiced in the concurring and dissenting opinions were not wholly without merit. The Court should have admonished the Board for the apparent inconsistencies and limitations in its present no-presumption policy with regard to the way in which an employer may establish a good faith doubt of the union's majority support. This comment will first analyze the history preceding the no-presumption approach.

Id. at 1560 (Scalia, J., dissenting). Justice Scalia reasoned that unions almost always demand that striker replacements be fired. Id. (Scalia, J., dissenting). Striker replacements know this, Justice Scalia said, and consequently have interests which are in direct opposition to those of the strikers. See id. at 1560-61. Furthermore, Justice Scalia declared that "there was not a shred of affirmative evidence that any striker replacement supported, or had reason to support the union." Id. at 1560.

Id. at 1565 (Scalia, J., dissenting).

It is one thing to say, 'The facts do not support conclusion X, and we decline to impose conclusion X as a matter of law, since that would have adverse policy consequences.' It is quite another thing to say, 'Even though the facts require conclusion X, we reject it for policy reasons.' The former is what the Board has said here, and the latter is what it would have to say to support its decision properly on policy grounds.

Id. (Scalia, J., dissenting).

See id. at 1556 (Blackmun, J., dissenting). In his dissent, Justice Blackmun opined that the Board's order should be invalidated because it had "departed, without explanation, from principles announced and reaffirmed in its prior decisions" and that it had "made no effort to explain the apparent inconsistency" between the present decision and those in Service Electric, 281 N.L.R.B. 635 (1986), and Leveld Wholesale, Inc., 218 N.L.R.B. 1344 (1975). Id. at 1556. See also Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC, 444 F.2d 841 (D.C. Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 403 U.S. 973 (1971).

An agency's view of what is in the public interest may change, either with or without a change in circumstances. But an agency changing its course must supply a reasoned analysis indicating that prior policies and standards are being deliberately changed, not casually ignored, and if an agency glosses over or swerves from prior precedents without discussion it may cross the line from the tolerably terse to the intolerably mute.

Id. at 852 (footnotes omitted).
tion policy. Then it will analyze the appropriateness of the no-presumption policy as a sound compromise between the logic underlying the replacement anti-union presumption and its furtherance of the Act’s policies as embodied in the pro-union presumption. This comment will then discuss the Supreme Court’s decision in Curtin Matheson. It will assess the impact of the Court’s failure to require the Board to enunciate specific evidentiary standards upon which an employer may rely when asserting a good faith doubt of union majority status. This comment will then discuss developments in this area which have occurred subsequent to Curtin Matheson. Finally, this comment will suggest evidentiary standards the Board should adopt in an attempt to alleviate the remaining confusion surrounding the no-presumption policy.

I. PRE-CURTIN MATHESON: HISTORY PRECEDING NO-PRESUMPTION POLICY

The Board has consistently upheld a long standing policy presumption that employees hired in a non-strike situation support the union in the same ratio as those they replace.56 Until 1975, the Board had refused to impose this policy in economic strike situations.57 Its policy in strike situations had been that striker

56 See Ray McDermott & Co. v. NLRB, 571 F.2d 850, 859 (5th Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 893 (1978) (advocated presumption of majority support); NLRB v. A.W. Thompson, Inc., 525 F.2d 870, 871-72 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 818 (1976) (refusal to bargain may not be based on combination of employee turnover and anti-union complaints); NLRB v. Washington Manor, Inc., 519 F.2d 750, 758 (6th Cir. 1975) (lack of objective evidence that new employees do not support union is not considered evidence of loss of majority status); Zim’s Foodliner, Inc. v. NLRB, 495 F.2d 1131, 1141 (7th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 858 (1974) (high turnover of employees is not evidence of loss of majority support); Laystrum Mfg. Co., 151 N.L.R.B. 1482, 1488-89 (1965) (presumption of continuing majority support is valid absent preponderance of evidence to rebut it); Seger, The Majority Status of Incumbent Bargaining Representatives, 47 Tul. L. Rev. 961, 990 (1973) (employee turnover standing alone is no ground for good faith doubt); Note, The Striker’s Replacement Presumption and an Employer’s Duty to Bargain With the Incumbent Union, 21 B.C.L. Rev 455, 456 (1980) [hereinafter Note, Striker’s Replacement Presumption] (“New employees...are presumed to support the union in the same ratio as the employees whom they replace.”).

57 See Stoner Rubber Co., 123 N.L.R.B. 1440, 1444-45 (1959). The Board stated that an employer cannot possibly prove that the union no longer has majority support as it does not have access to membership lists and cannot directly interrogate employees. Id. It is sufficient for the employer to produce evidence which will “cast a serious doubt” on the union’s majority status. Id. Therefore it was not unreasonable for the employer to assume that none of the striker replacements supported the union. Id. at 1445-46. S & M Mfg. Co.,
replacements oppose the union.\textsuperscript{58} For example, in \textit{S \& M Manufacturing Co.},\textsuperscript{69} the Board found that the employer had lawfully withdrawn recognition from the union on the basis that the striker replacements, constituting a majority, opposed the union.\textsuperscript{60} Thus, it was presumed that the union no longer enjoyed majority support.\textsuperscript{61} While the replacement anti-union presumption was a logical position,\textsuperscript{62} the effect of this presumption was adverse to the

172 N.L.R.B. 1008, 1008-09 (1968) (among striker replacements it could not be found that there were any union adherents); \textit{See also} Titan Metal Mfg. Co., 135 N.L.R.B. 196, 215 (1962) (ALJ found no evidence that replacements oppose union); \textit{Cf.} Note, \textit{Striker’s Replacement Presumption, supra} note 56, at 455 (striker replacement presumption should be abandoned or severely restricted).

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{See} R. Gorman, \textit{supra} note 14, at 112-13. The Board stated, [\textit{If} a new hire agrees to serve as a replacement for a striker . . . it is generally assumed that he does not support the Union and that he ought not to be counted toward a Union majority. When such strikebreakers or permanent replacements constitute a majority of the unit, the presumption of union support is undermined.}

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{60} 172 N.L.R.B. 1008 (1968).

\textsuperscript{62} \textit{Id.} at 1008. On the date the employer withdrew recognition of the union the only employees were former strikers that had resigned from the union and striker replacements. \textit{Id.} \textit{See also} Jackson Mfg. Co., 129 N.L.R.B. 460, 461 (1960) ("it is doubtful that the union represented anything near a majority of the employees, unless it could be shown (it was not) that the replacements hired during the strike had chosen the Union to represent it—a most improbable situation."); Peoples Gas Sys., Inc., 214 N.L.R.B. 944 (1974), \textit{enforcement denied}, 532 F.2d 1385 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (employer based its reasonable good faith doubt partly on the fact that 40% of the employees were replaced during an economic strike) The Board in \textit{People Gas}, stated that "It was not unreasonable for respondent to infer that the degree of union support among these employees who had chosen to ignore a union-sponsored picket line might well be somewhat weaker than the support offered by those who had vigorously engaged in concerted activity on behalf on [sic] union-sponsored objectives." \textit{Id.} at 947.


\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Id.} at 1008.


[U]nions and strikers have sometimes shown hostility toward the permanent replacements, and in some instances, the Union has lacked interest, at least . . . in negotiating on the replacements' behalf . . . . Permanent replacements are typically aware of the union's primary concern for the striker's welfare rather than that of the replacements. In this regard, the replacements' attitude toward union representation may be influenced by this awareness . . . ."
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policies of the Act. The replacement anti-union presumption discouraged strikes, weakened bargaining stability, and provided a sanctioned means of ousting a union simply by hiring a sufficient number of striker replacements.

In 1975, the Board suggested in Cutten Supermarket that striker replacements could cross a picket line and support the union in the same ratio as those they replace. The Board offered no support for this position. Windham Community Hospital was the first case to apply this replacement pro-union presumption propounded in Cutten Supermarket. This presumption prevented union ousting, protected the right to strike and promoted indus-

any settlement).

See also Buckley Broadcasting Corp., 284 N.L.R.B. 1339, 1344 (1987) (risk of replacement and loss of union due to unfair presumption impairs employees' right to strike), enforced, 891 F.2d 230 (9th Cir. 1989); Weiler, supra note 62, at 390 (employer, by hiring replacements, can fend off union pressure resulting in settlement unfavorable to strikers); see generally NLRB v. MacKay Radio & Tel. Co., 304 U.S. 333, 345-46 (1938) (permanently replaced strikers do not have right to reinstatement unless vacancies arise).


See Weiler, supra note 62, at 390 (employer who hires enough permanent replacements for strikers can eliminate union through NLRB-sponsored election); Schatzki, Some Observations and Suggestions Concerning a Misnomer - "Protected" Concerted Activities, 47 Tex. L. Rev. 378, 383 (1969) (MacKay is invitation to employer to rid itself of union); see generally NLRB v. MacKay Radio & Tel. Co., 304 U.S. 333, 345-46 (1938) (economic strikers have no legal standing to "bump" striker replacements).


Id. at 509.

Id.


See id. at 1070. In Windham, the Board held that new employees, including striker replacements, were presumed to support the union in the same ratio as those they replace. Id. But see Beacon Upholstery Co., 226 N.L.R.B. 1560 (1976); Arkay Packaging Corp., 227 N.L.R.B. 397 (1976). In both Beacon Upholstery and Arkay the Board held that under some circumstances the employer could not presume that the replacements supported the union. Beacon Upholstery, 226 N.L.R.B. at 1568; Arkay, 227 N.L.R.B. at 397-98. In Beacon Upholstery, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found that the employees had lawfully been terminated. Beacon Upholstery, 226 N.L.R.B. at 1568. Therefore, the interests of the striker replacements and the strikers were diametrically opposed. Id. In Arkay, the Board found that a reasonable doubt existed as to the majority status of each union. Arkay, 227 N.L.R.B. at 397. Therefore the employer could reasonably presume the replacements opposed the union. Id. In later decisions, the Board viewed Arkay as a "limited exception" to the replacement pro-union presumption due to its unique circumstances. See Windham Community Memorial Hosp., 230 N.L.R.B. 1070 (1977), enforced, 577 F.2d 805 (2d Cir. 1978).
trial stability by inducing settlements and fostering constancy in the bargaining between the employer and the union throughout a strike. However, the underpinnings of this presumption are patently irrational, based neither on logic nor fact. The circuit courts uniformly criticized this replacement pro-union presumption, even while enforcing Board orders in particular cases.

II. INTRODUCTION OF THE NO-PRESUMPTION POLICY

In 1987, the Board changed its striker replacement policy once again. The Board, in Buckley Broadcasting Corp. abandoned the presumptive approach entirely, stating that it could not make policy presuming the union sentiments of striker replacements. Al-

11 See Flynn, supra note 62, at 707. The pro-union presumption prevented the employer from provoking a strike and then hiring replacements as a means of ousting the union. Id. Further, knowledge of this presumption created more confidence in the employees that a strike would not jeopardize their representation and the possibility of returning to their jobs. Id.

12 See Weiler, supra note 62, at 390 (replacements are likely to be hostile to union, if only because union will insist on their discharge as condition of settlement). See also Flynn, supra note 62, at 708 (presumption that replacements support union is irrational); National Car Rental Sys., Inc. v. NLRB, 594 F.2d 1203, 1206 (8th Cir. 1979) ("wholly unwarranted and unrealistic" to presume replacement support for union).

With respect to the irrationality of the pro-union presumption, the Court has ruled that the Board may not adopt presumptions which are irrational. See NLRB v. Baptist Hosp., Inc., 442 U.S. 773, 787 (1979) (presumption adopted and applied by Board must rest on sound factual connection between proved and inferred facts); Beth Israel Hosp. v. NLRB, 437 U.S. 483, 501 (1978) (Board rules are reviewable for rationality).

13 See, e.g., National Rental Car Sys., Inc. v. NLRB, 594 F.2d 1203 (8th Cir. 1979). The court stated, "[t]he presumption . . . is not specifically authorized by statute and is so far from reality in this particular case that it does not deserve further comment . . . ." Id. at 1206. See also Whisper Soft Mills, Inc. v. NLRB, 754 F.2d 1381, 1388 (9th Cir. 1984) (presumption that strike replacements support Union in same ratio as strikers never embraced by any circuit court); Soule Glass & Glazing Co. v. NLRB, 652 F.2d 1055 (1st Cir. 1981); NLRB v. Randle-Eastern Ambulance Serv., Inc., 584 F.2d 720 (5th Cir. 1978).

14 Vulcan Hart Corp. v. NLRB, 718 F.2d 269, 275 (8th Cir. 1983) (enforced on grounds other than pro-union presumption which was criticized); NLRB v. Penasco, Inc., 684 F.2d 340, 342 (6th Cir.) (same), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 994 (1982), overruled by Buckley Broadcasting Corp., 284 N.L.R.B. 1359 (1987), enforced, 891 F.2d 230 (9th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 110 S. Ct. 2619 (1990); Soule Glass & Glazing Co. v. NLRB, 652 F.2d 1055, 1110 (1st Cir. 1981) (same); NLRB v. Randle-Eastern Ambulance Services, Inc., 584 F.2d 720, 728 (5th Cir. 1978) (same); NLRB v. Windham Community Memorial Hosp., 577 F.2d 805, 812 (2d Cir. 1978) (same).

15 Buckley Broadcasting Corp., 284 N.L.R.B. 1359 (1987), aff'd, 891 F.2d 230 (9th Cir. 1989). The Board noted that the striker replacement pro-union presumption had only been adopted as recently as 1975. Id. at 1342-43 (citing Cutten Supermarket, 220 N.L.R.B. 507 (1975)).

16 Id. at 1344 (NLRB expressly overruled Penasco to extent it relied upon pro-union
though this approach did not preclude the employer from with-
drawing recognition from the union, as did the replacement pro-
union presumption, it severely reduced the means of doing so be-
cause the Board required a showing of good faith doubt of major-
ity support which was virtually unattainable."

III. THE COURT AFFIRMS THE NO-PRESUMPTION POLICY

In analyzing the no-presumption approach, it is submitted that
it is rational to conclude that there are situations where striker
replacements may not oppose the union. It is also rational to en-
vision circumstances where the interests of the replacements and
strikers are not "diametrically opposed." If, however, there is a
situation where the interests of the strikers and the replacements
are opposed, the no-presumption approach is rational as it does
not preclude a finding that the replacements reject the
union. Rather, it places the burden of demonstration entirely on the
employer.

It is submitted that in order to be consistent with the Act, it is
important for the Board to establish a rational equilibrium be-
presumption).

77 See Comment, Determining Liability, supra note 10, at 734. The Board, by removing all
presumptions, charged the employer with the full burden of establishing that it had an
objective basis to have a reasonable doubt that the majority of his employees supported the
union as it had with the pro-union presumption. Id. at 740-41. There remained only a few
ways by which the employer could establish such a claim: violence on the picket line, union
demand for discharge of replacements, employee resignations from the union, decertifica-
tion petitions filed by employees, expressed desires to repudiate the union, union admission
of failing support. Id. at 759. The presence of replacements could contribute to evidence
of union repudiation but only given additional facts and circumstances evidencing repudia-
tion by the replacements. Id. at 759-60.

v. Automobile Workers, 485 U.S. 360, 371 (1988)) (striker replacements who, in fact, sup-
port union and desire representation may oppose strike or be forced to work for economic
reasons).

weak bargaining position union did not request ousting of 169 out of 201 striker replace-
ments); IT Servs., 263 N.L.R.B. 1183 (1982). In IT Services, the employer withdrew recog-
nition of the union once it hired 36 replacements for the 31 strikers. Id. at 1185. This
strike situation was permeated by intolerable levels of violence which was particularly racist
in nature. Id. at 1187. However, on the date the employer withdrew recognition from the
union there was enough work for all the strikers to return to their jobs without laying off a
single replacement. Id. at 1185.

80 See Flynn, supra note 62, at 710.
81 Id.
between the ability of the employer to challenge an incumbent union and the union’s ability to resist that challenge. An employer has an obligation to negotiate with the representative chosen by the majority of all of the employees in the bargaining unit, including striker replacements. However, Board policy must not have a chilling effect on the employees’ right to strike. In light of the need to balance these competing interests, it is submitted that the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the Board’s new no-presumption approach was correct.

IV. Evidence of Good Faith Doubt: What is the Standard?

For an employer to lawfully withdraw recognition from a union, the Board requires an employer to show either that the union does not have a majority of support or that the employer has an objective good faith doubt that the union does not have majority support. It is submitted that while attempting to strike a balance between the rights of the union and its members with the obligations of the employer, it would appear that the effect of the no-presumption approach is to hold the employer to proof in fact in order to establish a good faith doubt of majority support. Nevertheless, as articulated by the Board, the no-presumption approach would allow the employer to use the facts and circumstances of its own particular bargaining situation to demonstrate an objective basis for a good faith doubt of majority support for the union.

---

85 See Buckley Broadcasting Corp., 289 N.L.R.B. No. 40, 128 L.R.R.M. 1326, 1329 (1989) (relying on ruling in Buckley Broadcasting, will review facts of each case and “require some further evidence of union non-support”); Buckley Broadcasting Corp., 289 N.L.R.B. 1339, 1344 (1987) (Board “will review the facts of each case . . .”), enforced, 891 F.2d 230 (9th Cir. 1989). See also Curtin Matheson Scientific, Inc. v. NLRB, 859 F.2d 362, 370 (5th Cir. 1988), (Williams, J., dissenting), rev’d, 110 S. Ct. 1542 (1990). A case by case approach “allows the Board to take into account the particular circumstances surrounding each strike and the hiring of replacements, while retaining the long-standing requirement that the employer must come forward with some objective evidence to substantiate his doubt of continuing majority status.” Id.
Although the Board had no statutory duty to recognize an employer's good faith doubt of majority support as a defense to withdrawal of recognition, the Board has expressed its adherence to that principle. The employer's good faith defense, as adopted by the Board over time, was measured by objective evidence of the reasonableness of an employer's doubt of majority support at the time it withdrew recognition from the union. In Celanese Corp. of America, the Board stated that the reasonableness of evidence should be evaluated in light of all of the facts and circumstances in the particular case and not by application of a formula or any single factor. This is consistent with provisions within the NLRA. Additionally, rules governing judicial review of agency decisions require that findings which are unsupported by substantial evidence be set aside. This requirement is also echoed in the NLRA. Nevertheless, as the concurrence in Curtin Matheson noted, the Board’s decision against this employer, as well as other recent Board decisions, suggests that the critical factor in the Board's determination of good faith doubt is whether a sufficient number of employees have ‘‘expressed desires’ to repudiate the incumbent union.’ Board restrictions on polling employees in

---

See Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1555-56.

See Celanese Corp. of Am., 95 N.L.R.B. 664, 673 (1951) (reasonable grounds for doubting union majority support prerequisite for good faith defense). See also NLRB v. Tahoe Nugget, Inc., 584 F.2d 298, 299 (9th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 442 U.S. 921 (1979) (“[t]he good faith criterion is unconcerned with the employer's subjective motivation; its focus is empirical and objective”).

95 N.L.R.B. 664 (1951).

Id. at 673. "By its very nature, the issue of whether an employer has questioned a union’s majority in good faith cannot be resolved by resort to any simple formula." Id. See also Tahoe Nugget, 584 F.2d at 305 (evidentiary test for reasonable doubt is cumulative).

29 U.S.C. § 160(b) (1988). "Any such proceedings shall, so far as practicable, be conducted in accordance with the rules of evidence applicable to the district courts of the United States under the rules of civil procedure for the district courts of the United States, adopted by the Supreme Court of the United States . . . ." Id.


29 U.S.C. § 160(f) (1988). "[T]he findings of the Board with respect to questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole shall . . . be conclusive." Id.


See Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1555. See also Tile, Terrazzo & Marble Contractors
order to determine those sentiments, create somewhat of a dilemma.95 The polling necessary to determine whether the union has a majority of support can itself be conducted only after the employer has established a good faith doubt of majority support.96

If, in Curtin Matheson, the Board did not abandon the good faith defense, it did abandon its adherence to the Celanese Corp. of America “totality of the circumstances” standard for establishing that defense,97 by requiring evidence of actual loss of majority

Ass'n, 287 N.L.R.B. 769, 769 n.2 (1987) (employee's abandonment of strike did not indicate loss of majority support). Citing Buckley Broadcasting, the Board noted that no specific presumption concerning replacements' union sentiments would be applied and held that the Respondents failed to provide “sufficient evidence concerning their employees' expressed desire to repudiate the Union..." Id. It is submitted that the apparent failure of the Board to, in fact, consider all the facts and circumstances, in favor of a “head count” of expressed desires to repudiate the union has created genuine concern in the circuits. See Johns-Manville Sales Corp. v. NLRB, 906 F.2d 1428, 1433 (10th Cir. 1990). The Tenth Circuit held that it was an error to rely on express statements made by employees as a prerequisite to a finding of good faith doubt of majority support. Id. The court reversed the Board, finding that there was insufficient evidence to rebut the presumption of continuing majority support despite proof of harassment of replacements, a petition decertification, union resignations, the union's demand for discharge of replacements and the union's failure to organize replacements. Id.

95 See Struksnes Constr. Co., 165 N.L.R.B. 1062, 1063 (1967). The Board adopted the following criteria for employer prompted polling in order to prevent employers use of polling to intimidate unions: 1) the purpose of the poll must be to determine the truth of a union's claim of majority, 2) this purpose must be communicated to the employees, 3) assurances against reprisal must be given, 4) the employees must be polled by secret ballot, and 5) the employer must not engage in unfair labor practices or otherwise create a coercive atmosphere. Id.

Since Struksnes there has been much debate over the standard of doubt which an employer must meet in order to lawfully poll his employees. The Board's recent requirement of a "head count" of those who express desire to repudiate the union to support a good faith doubt of union majority is made virtually impossible given the requirement of "reasonable doubt" to justify the poll. See Texas Petrochems. Corp., 296 N.L.R.B. No. 136, 132 L.R.R.M. 1279, 1285 (1989) (stringent standard for polling promotes bargaining stability). But see NLRB v. A.W. Thompson, Inc., 651 F.2d 1141, 1144-45 (5th Cir. 1981) (rejecting Board's reasonable doubt standard for "loss of support" standard).


97 See Celanese Corp. of Am., 95 N.L.R.B. 664, 673 (1951) (whether employer has questioned union's majority status in good faith determined by totality of circumstances necessarily including reasonable grounds for belief that union had lost its majority status). In dismissing the complaint against Celanese Corp., the Board held that:

[Whether the [employer] violated Section 8(a)(5) \ldots depends, not on whether there was sufficient evidence to rebut the presumption of the union's continuing majority status or to demonstrate that the union in fact did not represent the majority of the employees, but upon whether the employer in good faith believed that the union no longer represented the majority of the employees. Id. at 671 (emphasis in original). Cf. Stoner Rubber Co., 123 N.L.R.B. 1440, 1445 (1959)
support. It is suggested, therefore, that the Board muddled its analysis by failing to identify and distinguish the evidence required to rebut the presumption of continued majority support from evidence which establishes a reasonable good faith doubt of majority status, in defense of a charge of unlawful withdrawal of recognition from the union. Furthermore, neither the Board nor the Court noted that even a successful good faith defense may not necessarily oust a union, as the union would only need a petition supported by 30% of the bargaining unit employees to gain the right to another certification election. This petition is equivalent to the union’s burden of proving majority support once the employer had overcome the presumption of continuing majority support. The failure of the Court to order a review of these inconsistencies has created new concerns.

V. POST-CURTIN MATHESON: JOHNS-MANVILLE SALES CORP.

Since the Supreme Court decision in Curtin Matheson, there has been further judicial review of the Board’s no-presumption approach, Johns-Manville Sales Corp. v. NLRB. The Johns-Manville strike was permeated by extraordinary levels of strike related violence. After approximately five months of negotiations, the only issue preventing settlement of the strike was the status of the (evidence casting serious doubt on union’s majority status sufficient to overcome presumption and shift burden of proof to union).


Id. at 1430. The violence that took place during the strike consisted of: 1) strikers blocked the cars of the replacements, shouted at them, made obscene gestures, and called them “scabs”, 2) a dummy with the word “scab” on its chest was hanged by its neck near the plant entrance, 3) at least 70 cars were damaged, 4) the home of one of the replacements was burglarized, the word “scab” was written on the wall and some furniture was stolen. Id. Johns-Manville paid employees over $20,000 in compensation for the damages related to the strike. Id.
striker replacements.\textsuperscript{108} The union wanted all replacements fired and Johns-Manville refused.\textsuperscript{104} Once the replacements were informed of the union’s position they immediately gathered enough signatures to force an election on decertification of the union.\textsuperscript{105} Johns-Manville used the decertification petition and other evidence to support its good faith doubt of majority support and its subsequent withdrawal of union recognition.\textsuperscript{106} Employing the no-presumption approach, the Board ruled that Johns-Manville did not have enough evidence of replacement opposition to the incumbent union to support its withdrawal.\textsuperscript{107} The Tenth Circuit, while supporting the no-presumption approach, reversed the Board’s ruling\textsuperscript{108} stating that the Board failed to assess the cumulative effect of all the evidence as required by its own standard.\textsuperscript{109} The court further asserted that by emphasizing that the employer must demonstrate the “expressed desires” of a majority of employees to repudiate the union, the Board limited the devices by which the employer could make out a good faith doubt of union support.\textsuperscript{110} Finally, the court declared that in that circuit, until the Board formally rejects the good faith doubt standard as a basis for the withdrawal of recognition, it will require that the Board look at the “totality of the circumstances” to decide whether good faith existed.\textsuperscript{111}

VI. Suggested Evidentiary Standards

The primary purpose of the Supreme Court’s grant of certiorari in \textit{Curtin Matheson} was to resolve the split among the Circuit Courts in the application of the striker replacement presum-
NLRB v. Curtin Matheson

tions. However, the Supreme Court's decision has raised a new issue: how will the Board and the circuit courts determine "good faith doubt" under the no-presumption approach? In adopting the no-presumption policy, it is submitted that the Board attempted to devise a fair, more logical and effective rule in determining the relative support for an incumbent union. Nevertheless, the Board must be consistent in its review of the employer's evidence of good faith doubt or it should abandon the good faith option.

It has been submitted that the loss of majority status by a union should be inferable by the cumulative weight of several factors: the presence of permanent replacements; the abandonment of the union by returning strikers; union admission of failing support; picket-line violence; statements made by replacements, strikers, union representatives, and returning strikers which clearly repudiate the union; and union settlement demands that replacements be discharged so that strikers can return to their jobs. The existence of one or more of these factors is usually the only evidence available to employers to establish good faith doubt of majority support because the Board makes it "practically impossible to amass direct evidence of its workers' views." Therefore, the Board must give them considerable weight when their accumulation indicates a lack of majority support if the "good faith" defense is to mean anything at all.

CONCLUSION

In Curtin Matheson, the Supreme Court, in light of the level of review given administrative decisions, and the no-presumption position's logic and consistency with the NLRA was justified in approving the Board's decision to abandon all striker replacement

120 Id. at 1432. "The Board erred as a matter of law in its reliance in this case, at least partially, upon a requirement that good-faith doubt must be established by the express statements of individual workers." Id.
121 See Curtin Matheson, 110 S. Ct. at 1556 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
122 See Johns-Manville, 906 F.2d at 1432-33. See also Hajoca Corp. v. NLRB, 872 F.2d 1169, 1175 (3d Cir. 1989) (current standard is one based on "all the circumstances"); NLRB v. Wilder Constr. Co., Inc., 804 F.2d 1122, 1125 (9th Cir. 1986) (employer must prove knowledge of facts giving reasonable basis for doubting union's majority).
presumptions. The Court, however, passed up the opportunity to instruct the Board to distinguish the evidentiary requirements for proving an actual loss of majority support and the evidentiary requirements for a reasonable objective basis for a good faith doubt of the union's majority status. The Court's failure to address this issue will permit the Board to continue to decide cases based upon undefined evidentiary criteria, leaving the employer uninformed as to his obligations and liabilities and burdening the circuit courts with the task of requiring the Board to clarify its evidentiary requirements. This comment has suggested that the Board clearly identify the objective circumstantial evidence necessary for the employer to establish a good faith doubt of majority support for purposes of withdrawal of recognition, and distinguish that evidence from the evidence necessary to prove an actual loss of continuing union support by the employees in the bargaining unit. Once that distinction is properly made and the objective criteria is established, the no-presumption approach will become useful in determining majority support for the union. Without such clarification, however, the circuit courts will continue to struggle with the new no-presumption policy and in all likelihood inconsistent decisions will permeate this area of the law.*

*Diane Bruce & Tara Ann Koenig

* As we go to press, Senator Howard Metzenbaum, in light of the recent Eastern Airline, Greyhound, and the New York Daily News strikes, has sponsored, with bi-partisan support, a bill which would amend the NLRA and the RLA to bar employers from hiring permanent replacements for striking workers.